Announcer
Welcome to W-L-E-S radio. I am (name) ____________________________, your announcer. We at W-L-E-S are here to inform, inspire, and share highlights from our community. In our program you'll hear reports from our staff for the weather, sports, news, and arts and entertainment. Starting our broadcast is our weather reporter.

Weather
Greetings from "Mr. /Mrs. /Ms. ____________________________’s” class. My name is ____________________________, here to bring you the weather forecast. The current temperature is (number)__________ with an anticipated (high/low) ___________ of (number)____________. There is a (number)___________ % chance of (rain/snow/scattered showers)________________________. The wind is coming out of the (north/south/east/west)_______________ at (number) __________ miles per hour. The extended forecast for the week promises to provide our area with some (adjective)_____________________ (noun) __________________________. In the meantime, keep smiling. This is (name from above) ____________________________ with your weather forecast. Back to the studio for sports.

Sports
Hey there sports fans. I'm (name) ________________________________, bringing all the sports action highlights to you. The (sports team name) _________________________ went head to head with (another sports team name)__________________________________ in a classic match of (sport)____________________________. The (adjective) _________________________ crowd couldn't keep either team from staying focused as they went into overtime. The battle carried on until finally the (choose either sports team name from above) ______________________________ came ahead, winning the game. This is (name from above) ________________________________, handing the baton to the studio for news.
News
Thank you. That was quite a match.
This is your anchorman/woman (name)_____________________________. I have a (adjective)______________ story to share about a hometown hero.
(Name) ____________________________ of (town/city)__________________________ was passing a building, when he/she noticed a (animal)__________________________ stuck in a (objective/plant)_____________________________. He/she was able to pull the (same animal)_________________________ to safety and brought the animal back to the (place)______________.
What a heartwarming story and now on to our Arts and Entertainment reporter for their story.

Arts and Entertainment
Thank you. My name is _________________________________________, coming back from opening night of (play/concert title)______________________________________. This event offered (adjective)______________________________ (noun) ___________________ for the family and public to see. The show and music were (adjective)_______________________________. I (would/would not)________________________________ recommend this show for (children/adults/school students)_______________________________ since it (reason)_______________________________________________________________________________.
I would give this show a (number) ___________ out of (higher number or same) ________________. Back to the studio for the close of our radio show.

Announcer
Thank you for joining us for our broadcast on W-L-E-S radio. I am (name) ________________________________, your announcer, signing off until next time.